
Time:         19:00-20:45  

Date:          Monday 10th Dec 2018  

Venue:        The Chapel, 48 Chapel Street, London, NW1 5DP  

Present: Elisa De Rossi (EDR), Vesna Drazic (VD), Fazlin Jetha, Sam Shweiki (SS), Praful 
Shah, Kanti Fatania, Michael Hawkin, Panos Nicolau (PN), Sheena Patel, Bozena Trylska, 
Shafquet Mohamed, Zahra Jessa, Zohra Salim, David Hall, Viren Jani.  

Apologies: Salvatore Camilleri, Jayshree Vasani, Nirmala Pankhania, Pratula Patani, 
Sachin Patel, Bijal Shah, Daska Barnett.  

Meeting Minutes  

Chairman’s Report:   
- PN summarised to everyone the current situation.(Extended Services) MECS services, 

glaucoma and cataract service have started. The practices that signed up are around 
10, mix of practices independents and multiples mainly Specsavers. For the time 
being Sam is the main contact for the services we provide as Clinical governance and 
performance lead. Currently, Dharmesh Patel is the Operational Manager of the 
Primary Eye Care . Moreover, this company, mainly spread up North, is merging with 
the South of UK. We at the LOC agreed to signe our company to be part of this bigger 
company. LOCSU also supports the larger company and the current turnover is around 
2/3 millions. It’s important to remember that we  hold them accountable with 
anything that happens locally.   

PETL (Primary eyecare Tri-Borough London) has paid back the original £6000 loan to 
the LOC, closed the account and all the directors have resigned from the company 
and it has been shelved at LOCSU.  

The  structure now - which is a much better governance than before  

Primary Eye Care Limited  

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Operational manager 

CGPL (clinical governance lead) 

All supported by Administrator 

A Liaison lead from the LOC 

The meetings with the commissioners done by the CGPL and the liaison. 

The LOC will always have a say and continue to be involved.  

- The actual MECS service were explained in further detail and questions were 
answered. It was made clear that the amount of a NHS sight test and a MECS service 
can’t be claimed at the same time for the same patient. Regardless of this, it was 



highlighted that every optometrist needs to be satisfied with their practice, for each 
patient they are seeing. Duty of care to Patient and the legal responsibility of the 
practitioner, this means that if they are unsure but also want to be covered legally, 
they should refer the patient.    

- NOC (National Optical Conference). It was on14&15 November conferences and 
ethical behaviour. There was an inspiring talk by a former fashion photographer, who 
then decided to become a war photographer (full video attached https://vimeo.com/
97144882). The main point and meaning to his experience is that even if you do little 
(or at least you think it’s little), it will have an impact on someone else. Another 
point of discussion was the fact that we are at an imminent change in our industry 
and we should embrace it.   

- There is funding from the central LOC funds for any project that can benefit others. 
Members and non members of this committee are kindly asked to put forward any 
initiative, study or pilot (for example an Eye Camp) that they would like to propose, 
the LOC will help to get the funds from the Central board. 

Vice-Chairman’s Report:   

- Sam explained how we have delivered CET events this year and helped practitioners 
to keep on top of their requirement. We had 2 events in November to help everyone 
as it is end of CET cycle. 

-  For the next year Sam is working on getting 6-8 lectures plan and an in house Peer 
Review/Discussion for committee members. The full aim is to have a list of lectures 
for 2019 uploaded on our website. Ideally, we can accommodate around 40 people 
per lecture.   

- Sam pointed out that he is happy organising the events and managing them, however, 
they are time consuming and need at least a day’s work broken and tailored around 
the requirement. At the moment it is treated as half day. This to be discussed in the 
next meeting. 

 Current members of the committee are reminded that with 4 missed LOC meetings, 
they will be automatically removed from the committee group. 

- Actions for the website:  
1.EDR to upload our Constitution - it’s already uploaded on our website under the 
section KCWHF AGM 2018. 
   
2.EDR to upload a Guidance for referrals (AMD) - awaiting this from Panos/Sam or other 
members with this info. 

3. Set up a practitioner help Guide to the local protocols - awaiting this from Panos/
Sam or other members with this info. 

Treasurer's report: please see the attached file. 

AOB:  
- NHS England Optical advisors in London have started the 3yearly Practice visits, post 

QIOs compliance forms submission. First practices to be visited would be the non 

https://vimeo.com/97144882
https://vimeo.com/97144882
https://vimeo.com/97144882


compliant, adding to that a 5% randomly chosen ones. Currently the visits taking 
place in North and North East London.  

- VD is going to let us know the changes in clinical waste rules (based on Salvatore’s 
recommendation in one of his practice visit).  

- No news yet about ERS (Electronic referrals). 

- The NOC attendance is open to committee members that will provide benefit to the 
LOC, this will be discussed in the next meeting. 

Dates of next meetings:  
- Monday 28/01  

- March 25/03 + AGM. At the AGM we will set the next meeting dates and we will also 
consider funding 3 spaces for the yearly conference, so then the attendants can be 
voted between the committee. 
  


